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Abstract
This research report focuses on innovation processes of (service) innovations in the engineering
industry. Aim is to increase the yield of innovations by increasing the probability of innovation
adoption. First, a conceptual model is designed based on launch theory. This model is assessed
by investigating seven case studies within a Dutch engineering firm. Results indicate that focus
is more on technological innovativeness rather than commercial orientation. This leads to a
timely innovation process with unpredictable outcome of success. Based on these results, the
conceptual model is modified for the engineering industry. A tool is designed, with focus on the
early stages of the innovation process, to assess the need for further development. Expected
results are better allocation of resources and projects that fit the strategic need of the
organization.
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Management summary
Introduction
This report is the documentation of the master thesis project performed at Movared Nederland
B.V. It addresses innovation launch and marketing within new service development (NSD). The
generally accepted principle behind New service development (NSD) was that „new services
happen‟ (Menor et al., 2002) which explains the limited amount of theory surrounding this topic,
especially in the engineering industry. Within NSD theory, inadequate attention has been given
in the commercialization of innovations. This research aims at closing the gap between NSD
and marketing in an engineering setting.
Problem statement
Preliminary interviews with Movares‟ professionals indicate innovation efforts take place in the
organization. However, these efforts lack structure and adequate revenues. The following
problem statement is defined:
„The Yield of innovations within Movares is too low‟
From here the following research question is defined:
How can the innovation development process be optimized, with the objective of increasing the
yield of innovations?
The research question is answered by giving attention to the following sub-questions:
1.

Which development and commercial processes in a technical environment are available
in the literature? [Theoretical development]

2.

Is the current innovation process, combined with the existing marketing tools sufficient in
developing an innovation with direct profits? [Validation of theory]

3.

Which parts of the innovation process can be improved in order to enhance the
marketing tool leading to direct profits? [Solution design and implementation]

Theoretical development
In the literature study around the topic of launch, the following variables are identified for a
successful innovation launch:
-

Strategic launch decisions: the scope of the launch, the where, what, when and why to
launch (Biggadike, 1979).
Tactical launch decisions: the how to launch, generally consisting of the marketing mix
decisions: product, price, promotion, people, process, physical evidence (Porter, 1980)
Market orientation: the organization-wide generation of market intelligence, spread of
the intelligence across departments, and organization-wide responsiveness to it
(Jaworski and Kohli, 1993)
Adoption: the willingness to accept new technologies.
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In marketing theory, project marketing is defined “a multifunctional process of managing
networks and buyer-seller interaction within and between projects in businesses where the
value creation process includes, preparation, bidding, negotiation, implementation, and
transition of a project” (Cova and Salle, 2007).
Both launch theory and project marketing theory is combined to a conceptual model which is
assessed through case studies, primarily by conducting interviews. This results in an
adjusted model.
Independent of any project
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Another result of the case analysis is a list of drivers and barriers of innovation success
identified within Movares. Drivers are Technological innovativeness, Predefined areas of
innovation, Customer involvement, Low barriers to submit ideas, Innovation budget, Technical
expertise, Co-development, Personal selling, Earlier experience with customer. Barriers
identified are: Operating in new (unknown) markets, Lack of follow-up (management support),
Lack of account manager support, Less influence outside „innovation cloud‟, Lack of clear
(marketing) plan, Lack of commercial expertise, Lack of experience in innovation partnerships,
Focus on technical characteristics rather than market needs, Pricing policy, Insufficient
knowledge about customer. To enhance the drivers and minimizing the impact of barriers a
solution is designed.
Solution design and implementation
The solution design focuses on the early stages of the innovation process and results in a tool
which helps innovators and managers to assess the potential of an innovation to continue as a
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project. The following figure depicts a summary of an assessment:
Overzicht scores innovatie
Doel: Samenvatten van de scores toegekend aan de innovatiecriteria voor een globaal beeld van de potentie van de innovatie

Gemiddelde score
innovatie

onderdeel
Aantrekkingskracht klant
Kwetsbaarheid Movares
Strategische interesse voor Movares
Winstgevendheid project
Tijdsduur project
Technische aspecten innovatie
Kans op adoptie door klant

3.1

Score
2.8
3.4
3.5
3.0
2.7
2.3
3.6

Aantrekkingskracht
klant
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Kans op adoptie door
klant
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Compatibiliteit
4.0

3.0

Klantadoptie samengevat
Compatibiliteit
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Obeserveerbaarheid
Testbaarheid
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score
4.0
2.7
2.7
4.0
3.0
3.5

Relatief voordeel

2.0

Eenvoud

1.0
0.0
Testbaarheid

Minimale Risico

Obeserveerbaarheid

Implementing the tool still has some challenges, as a change in mind setting of the organization
is required. More emphasis is needed on commercialization. The dominance of marketers
should be balanced by marketers who can bring innovations to success by having potential
customers adopt the innovation so that at least investments are covered. Other indirect returns
such as a better image for the firm remain intact.
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1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on introducing the research project. It will start with some background on
the research topic. After this, the research setting is described in which research is conducted at
Movares Nederland B.V. The problem that this study aims to solve is introduced, followed by the
research assignment and research questions. Finally, the methodology and a description of
central concepts will be described.

1.1 Project background
Innovation is of growing importance for a company‟s competitive position (Porter, 1990). One of
the challenges of taking the innovation to the market is how it is marketed. Firms in industries
such as construction and engineering operate in the project business, whose specificities call for
a unique marketing process (Jalkala et al., 2009). This trend is visible in the engineering
advisory industry. Due to large competition in this industry and the need to establish a large
network with good reputation, the need to introduce innovative products and services is
increasing. Therefore, innovation can be seen as one of the image enhancing factors in the
engineering industry. An example is the innovation of a new generation of electricity pylons with
a vastly reduced magnetic field. Although this innovation has not been physically implemented,
it gave the firm the possibility to enter a new market by demonstrating technological expertise in
the energy industry. The government also encourages innovation of products, processes and
systems (Ministry of transport, 2007).
The engineering industry is characterised by firms providing services rather than products.
Services differ from products in terms of 1) tangability - service products are predominantly
intangible- 2) Heterogeneity -service products are often variable in quality because it is
commonly produced and consumed simultaneously- and 3) Simultaneity -service products are
produced and consumed simultaneously. This means that services are inherently perishable
and therefore they cannot be held in stock (Johne and Storey, 1997).
The developing of new service innovations is given inadequate attention. The generally
accepted principle behind New service development (NSD) was that „new services happen‟
(Menor et al., 2002). The absence of an R&D department for services partly explains why the
current innovation success rate of financial service hovers around 3% (Business Week, 2005).
A new service is defined as an offering not previously available to the firm‟s customers that
result from either an addition to the current mix of services or from changes made to the service
delivery process (Menor and Roth, 2007). According to Johne and Storey (1997) NSD involves
developing offerings such as financial services; health care; telecommunications services;
information services; leisure and hospitality services; travel services; facilities management
services; educational services; legal services; and consulting services. Numerous benefits exist
for developing new services. Direct benefits are financial gains, whereas indirect gains can be
improved company reputation, increased consumption of existing products by current and new
customers, improved new development capability, enhanced loyalty, and helping move the
company in a new direction (Easingwood and Percival, 1990).
Besides the lack of attention to NSD, commercialization elements of new services do not exist in
every NSD model. Of the sequential models identified in the literature review of Johne and
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Storey (1997), only two models contained commercialization elements (Bowers, 1986 and
Scheuing & Johnson,1989) and Johnson et al. (2000) describes marketing as part of the
development phase. However, non of the models elaborate the steps necceseary to succesfully
commercialize services, escpecially in a business to business (B2B) environment. Fletcher and
Hart (1990) identify that B2B organizations have a tendency not to employ marketing directors,
nor have senior positions with a responsibility for marketing in contrast to B2C firms. The study
of Reed et al. (2004) concludes the lack of understanding of the wider organizational
implications for the implementation of marketing demonstrating a lack of organizational
marketing orientation.
Therefore, the question is how commercialization is managed within B2B service oriented
companies.
In order to study the development process of projects in the B2B engineering industry, research
is conducted in Movares, a Dutch-based engineering consultancy firm, providing solutions to
capacity, safety, and integration problems in the areas of mobility, infrastructure and
transportation systems.1

1.2 Contribution to theory and practice
This research can contribute to scholars in several ways. First, while scholars have explained
new product development processes in detail, new service development is still an emerging
topic which has not been fully understood yet. This research gives insight in service
development processes in an engineering firm, which is project-based. Until now, the focus has
been on the financial sector. Second, no link has been established yet on the engineer –
marketer dilemma regarding service developments. Finally, while most scholars analyze case
studies with no follow-up, this research introduces a solution which is implemented in few new
innovation ideas within the firm.
Also, this research contributes to managers in several ways. First, it enlightens the differences
between innovating new products and new services. Second, managers are able to apply a
structured approach to new service innovation (as projects tend to be) without losing creativity
by applying too much structure. Third, this research enables innovators to increase the
likelihood of innovation adoption by considering factors other than technological innovativeness.

1.3 Structure of the report
This report is structured as followed. The following chapter (chapter 2) is devoted to identifying
the problem mess. The problem is defined, including the research objective and is followed by
the research methodology. Chapter 3 focuses on the conceptual analysis which is concluded by
the conceptual model introduced to this research. Chapter 4 consists of an empirical analysis of
the (service) development process within Movares. This is followed by a solution in the form of
modified conceptual model and an implementation in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 explains an
evaluation of this research and its limitations.

1

http://www.movares.com
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2 Orientation and exploration
This chapter is devoted to explaining the problem mess which is input to the problem definition.
After this, the methodology of this research is explained.

2.1 Problem mess: Preliminary study
In order to gain more insight into a relevant problem within the firm where research is
conducted, a preliminary analysis is conducted. Data is collected from earlier studies conducted
within Movares and from employees involved in the innovation process. The objective is to
develop a set of relevant research questions for further analysis.
The following sections will describe the general innovation process within Movares, and
describe problems the firm faces that prevent successful innovation.
2.1.1 General information Movares
Movares, previously Holland Railconsult, was a company that specialized in railway
infrastructure businesses. Currently, Movares is an engineering consultancy, providing solutions
throughout the following fields: mobility, infrastructure, spatial planning, transport systems,
water, and energy. The Netherlands and Poland are Movares‟ home markets, and a branch in
Germany exists. Their strategy is to expand from a niche-player to a plural niche player (mainly
in The Netherlands), further broadening of activities in consultancy, engineering and contracting
and further international growth. Movares also has some subsidiaries to differentiate in the
market, such as Railcert (Joint Venture Movares and TÜV Süddeutschland) and InTraffic (JV
Movares and ICT Automatisering).
2.1.2 Innovation within organization
Movares is a functional organization with a number of supporting departments. The main
divisions are:
-

Rail: mainly concerned with the rail market, until recently the only core market.
Infra: mainly concerned with infrastructure (road and water)
Mobiliteit & Ruimte (Mobility & Environment, M&R): concerned with environmental
planning and mobility

In addition to the divisions, the internal supporting departments are:
-

Facility management
Knowledge and Innovation (K&I)
Human resources
Information and Communication Technology
Finance

Innovation processes are focused in the divisions and K&I. Each division has its own innovation
strategy. K&I oversees the innovation budget of Movares, including the innovation budget for
the divisions. In general, 1% of revenue is budgeted for K&I activities. This budget is allocated
for a large part to the divisions. The budget per division is controlled by the division manager.
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Innovation studio/platform
Rail and Infra have their own innovation studio, which is a physical room which can hold up to
four innovators at one time. In 2010 both rooms are integrated to a single one. The idea behind
the innovation studio is to keep innovators away from their routine projects in order to focus on
technical development of an idea. Close proximity of innovators stimulates creativity by being
able to exchange ideas. In 2010 this goes a step further by bringing innovators from Rail and
Infra together. Innovations that occur in the innovation studios are mainly radical innovations;
innovations that consist of new technologies and/or new market for Movares.
M&R has no physical room dedicated for innovation. This can be explained by the fact that
innovators work on an innovation concurrent to regular projects. M&R projects are also
characterized by integration of technical, commercial, environmental and political issues into a
project. Innovators seldom work solely on innovation projects. Therefore dedicated innovation
space would not be efficiently used as the innovation studio in Rail/Infra. Innovation takes place
as a platform in which the innovators come together occasionally as a project group.
Each division formulates strategic core topics to research with a certain capacity. The following
table shows these topics and capacity for the year 2009. The allocation of FTE‟s to topics, as
well as the choice for the topics themselves is flexible.

Rail

Infra

M&R

Topics
Sustainability
Materials
Light-transit
Product development
Process improvement
Pollution by congestion
Climate: water
Climate: sustainability
Security
Other
Sustainability
Mobility
Flexible building
Climate: water
Visuals

FTE
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.9

Total budget of 2 FTE

Table 1: topics of research within Movares and capacity allocation

2.1.3 Innovation challenges
Interviews are conducted with employees specialized in innovating products and services within
Movares. These „innovation experts‟ have been part of the organization for 2 to 25 years. The
specialists describe the innovations Movares has developed over the past 10 years. Among the
problems identified by innovators, the following problems have been identified by more than one
innovator.

„Innovations take too long to develop‟
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„Most innovations do not reach the market, customers do not want to adopt‟
„Innovations generate publicity for Movares, but little financial gains‟
„Although one of our core topics of research concerns sustainability, it is very difficult to translate
it to products customers want‟
Until now, only one innovation has started generating revenue to cover investments after years
of development and commercialization. Most innovations have not reached the market (yet).
Instead, some of them have been designed with the purpose of generating publicity for Movares
as an innovative company with low efforts to promote adoption. Every year, at least ten
innovations are initiated. However, a handful number of these innovations generate revenue
that (at least) covers the investments. Therefore, the following research problem is stated:
‘The Yield on innovations within Movares is too low’
Yield is thus defined as the number of innovations generating revenue to at least cover the
investments requires, related to the number of innovations initiated. Although no exact figures
exist about the number of innovations initiated, the top 10 list of innovations within Movares
contains only two innovations that have covered their investments so far. This implies a yield of
20%.
The following section will discuss the objective of this research, and the questions asked that
leads to this objective.

2.2 Research question and research objective
A low yield on innovations may have different reasons. From the interviews conducted to
establish the research problem possible reasons are identified. Not much marketing expertise
exists in innovation projects; competitors may have a superior product; customers are
sometimes unwilling to adopt. These reasons may be integrated into a single one: the (service)
development process may not be optimal. Therefore, the following research question is
formulated:

How can the innovation development process be optimized, with the objective of increasing the
yield of innovations?
The following questions will be answered in this research:
1.

Which development and commercial processes in a technical environment are available
in the literature?

2.

Is the current innovation process, combined with the existing marketing tools sufficient in
developing an innovation with direct profits?

3.

Which parts of the innovation process can be improved in order to enhance the
marketing tool leading to direct profits?
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The objective of this research is twofold. The first objective is to gain insight in the service
development processes in the engineering/construction industry. The second objective is to
design and test a methodological approach in order to increase the chances of innovation
adoption.

2.3 Methodology
This section elaborates the research methodology used to conduct this research. The
methodology to this research can be divided into three steps. The chapter number of each step
is referred to between brackets.
1. Orientation and exploration: conducting orienting interviews with (experienced)
engineers within the engineering firm to describe the problem statement [Chapter 2].
2. Conceptual framework: conducting a literature study which results in a conceptual
model [Chapter 3].
3. Case studies: internal case studies are conducted and their results are sorted based on
the conceptual analysis. This results in a modified model [Chapter 4].
4. Solution design and implementation: the modified model is used as input for a
solution design. The solution is tested for its practicality and effectiveness in the
organization [Chapter 5].
2.3.1 Orientation and exploration
Literature study about new service development (NSD): A literature study about NSD is
conducted with the aim of understanding how services are innovated, which models exist and
which gaps in the theory exist.
Orienting interviews: (open) orienting interviews are conducted in order to establish a relevant
research problem. Seven different professionals within Movares are interviewed. They are
involved in the Knowledge & Innovation department, Rail, Infra and Mobility with the functions
engineer, account manager or advisor.
2.3.2 Conceptual framework
During this step, a conceptual framework is built based on theory. Sources of the theory are
journal articles and a literature study conducted around launch tactics. The following keywords
were used to extract articles from journals: commercialization, projects, launch, new service
development, new product development, and a combination of the keywords.
2.3.3 Validation conceptual framework
Research is conducted in a single engineering firm with an annual revenue of >100 million
Euros, operating mainly in the Netherlands. This firm is specialized in the rail, infra and
environmental planning market.
Within this firm 7 innovations (cases) are studied. Each case consists of a product or service
innovation initiated by Movares, and developed by Movares, in a few cases in partnership with
another firm. The number of finished developments, which are innovations that have been
adopted by the customer, and innovations rejected by the potential customer after extensive
development, is limited. To still be able to compare case studies, other currently developing
innovations are added. This results in a mix of case studies in different stages of the
15

development process. The case studies involve innovations which are tangible and therefore
can be considered products; However, Movares does not produce the innovations itself. The
firm sells the technology to a manufacturer or collaborates with one to sell the product. The
main means of generating revenue are through licensing (patents) and engineering (acquiring
revenue for time spent on specific engineering solutions to the adopter). This implies selling
services rather than products.
Case studies typically combine multiple methods of data collection such as archives, interviews
and observations (Eisenhardt, 1989). The use of multiple sources of information enhances the
strength of the case study by allowing the investigator to address a broader range of historical,
attitudinal and behavioural issues (Yin, 2003). As a result, multiple methods of data gathering
are selected: documentation, interviews and observations.
Documentation
Sources of documentation are network disks, Movares intranet, press articles and internet sites.
On the first two, minutes of innovation meetings, information on employees involved in
innovation and reports and presentations of innovation policies in the last few years are found.
Press articles provide information on certain promoted innovations, such as case 2. Some
innovations also have their own website, such as Case 32.
Observations
Observations consist of participation in core team meetings, brainstorm sessions and informal
discussions „at the coffee machine‟. During core team meetings, the status of innovations are
discussed with a representative of the divisions Rail, Infra and M&R (usually a manager),
manager and advisor of the K&I departments and a manager from one of the regional offices of
Movares. Also, innovation ideas submitted to the divisions and K&I are introduced, discussed
and determined whether ideas are granted budget for a preliminary study. Researcher was
present as a guest member and had no significant involvement in the process. Information from
these meetings complements the data gathered from interviews and provides a dynamic view of
the status of the development. This meeting has been used to present periodical findings of this
research and gain support for the operationalization of this research. Informal discussions provide
information on the status of innovation development, and practical problems these innovations
face, such as problems with stakeholders.

Interviews
Interviews are conducted with Movares employees related to the innovations developed.
Observations are from participation in meetings, such as core team meetings
(kernteamoverleg), brainstorm sessions which result in innovation ideas being further developed
and informal discussions during breaks.
2

http://www.case 3.com/case 3
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The cases are shown in the following table, including the number of interviewees. Every case is
initiated and developed in the Netherlands.
Case study
Number of
interviewees
Case 1
2
Case 2
2
Case 3
2
Case 4
2
Case 5
2
Case 6
2
CASE 7
2
Table 2: Case studies, including number of interviewees per case study

Some cases, such as Case 1 and case 2 had the same interviewees as they were involved in
both projects. One of the interviewees always concerns the innovator of the innovation. This
interviewee is interviewed following a semi-structured approach. The second interview follows
the same approach, but with the additional aim of verifying the answers of the first interview thus
assuring validity of this part of the research. Each interview lasted 1-1.5 hours. For innovations
that are in development, the interviews were followed by informal conversations informing about
the status of the project. Although this would add a time scope which is characteristic to a
longitudinal study, the relative short time between the interviews related to the development
time of the innovations would characterize the research as cross-sectional.
After the interviews are conducted, the interviews are transcribed and interpreted according to
the following themes:
-

Strategic factors
Tactical factors
Market orientation
Adoption characteristics

The data consists of a within-case analysis, which is a short analysis of a single case study and
a more thorough cross-case analysis which makes it possible to compare results of the
individual case studies. The result of the case analysis is a modified model consisting of the
same themes as the first model, but containing more or less variables within the theme.
2.3.4 Solution design and implementation
Once the modified model is designed, the objective is to assess it. This is done by making the
model practical for users within the firm. A tool is introduced based on the model and assessed
for practicality (easiness of use) and effectiveness (are managerial decisions made based on
the outcome). Practicality is assessed by asking innovators to fill in the tool. The time taken to
fill in the tool is measured, respondents are asked to comment on the easiness and relevance of
the tool. Effectiveness is assessed by asking innovator coaches and managers authorizing
continuation of the development which decisions are made after having this tool been presented
by the innovator.
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3 Conceptual framework
Based on the problem mess identified in chapter 1, an overview of the theory is given in this
chapter that serves as a framework to address this problem. Section 3.1 will begin in the
theoretical confirmation of the problem statement which states that the yield on innovations is
too low. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe two topics of interest that can improve the yield of
innovations: designing a launch strategy and commercializing innovations. While the launch
section focuses on the elements necessary to successfully introduce an innovation on the
market, the marketing section in this chapter emphasizes characteristics of commercialization in
the construction industry. This industry consists of engineering firms (planning and coordinating
the work) and construction firms (executing the work). This section also looks into the steps
conducted for a successful introduction/adoption of the innovation.
Finally, section 3.4 describes the conceptual model derived from the theory.

3.1 Innovation success
Innovation success has been studied by numerous scholars. They identify a number of success
factors in typical organizational settings and on different organizational levels. On an
organizational level, Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1995) identify the following success factors: the
NPD process and the specific activities within this process, the organization of the NPD program, the
firm’s NPD strategy, the firm’s culture and climate for innovation and senior management
commitment to NPD.
On a project level, management of innovations is complicated by project-based production in
which, often, there are broken learning and feedback loops. An implication is that project-based
firms need to manage technological innovation and uncertainly across organizational
boundaries, within networks of independent suppliers, customers and regulatory bodies. Due to
the difference in the execution of work between functional organized and project organized
firms, factors that would lead to success could also differ. The study of Blindenbach-Driessen
and Van den Ende (2006) concludes that the following success factors were considered more
important: planning and contingent approach, senior management involvement, team expertise,
pre-development activities such as a business case, and testing. Their study covered a sample
of firms in the construction industry, such as engineering and financial consultancy firms, and a
construction company.
Scholars researching development processes identify performance criteria on which they base
their studies on. Vos (1992) identifies the performance criteria of the development process.
1. Criterion cost, such as the average development cost per service product.
2. Effectiveness, such as the amount of services developed annually.
3. Speed, such as the time needed between different stages of the process.
For success factors concerning new service development, different scholars used different
performance criteria for their research. This is shown in the following Table 3:
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Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987)
1) Financial performance (e.g. relative profits to sales, profitability level and pay-back
period)
2) Window of opportunity (the degree to which the new product opened up new
opportunities to the firm in terms of products and markets)
3) Market impact (e.g. domestic and foreign market share)
De Brentani (1989)
1) Sales and market share
2) Competitive
3) “other booster”
4) Cost
Cooper et al. (1994)
1) Financial
2) Relationship enhancement
3) Market development
Cordero (1990)
1) Overall business performance (e.g. the percentage of new product sales as a
percentage of the industry average)
2) Technical performance (the quality of the needed inputs and outputs)
3) Commercial performance (sales and financial performance measures)
Griffin and Page (1993)
1) Overall firm benefits
2) Programme level benefits
3) Product level benefits
4) Financial benefits
5) Customer acceptance benefits
Table 3: performance criteria for new service development

3.2 Launch
Customers perceive innovations as complex because they don‟t understand the new idea and
its potential benefits (Boyt & Harvey, 1997). This is especially the case for highly innovative
products and services. Launch is a critical moment in the development process, especially in
B2B markets and specifically the engineering industry, due to the limited number of customers.
However, organizations are just beginning to understand and institutionalize best practices in
managing new product and service launches (Van de Pol, 2009).
Scholars describe a launch strategy as those decisions and activities necessary to present a
product and/or service to its target market and begin to generate income from sales (Choffray
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and Lilien, 1984; Yoon and Lilien, 1985). In a typical new product development or new service
development process, the role of the launch is to maximize the chances of profit and achieving
acceptance in the target market (Van de Pol, 2009).
The following sections describe the launch elements necessary for a launch plan identified by
scholars and joint together by Van de Pol (2009): launch success, innovation adoption, market
orientation, strategic- and tactical launch.
3.2.1 Launch success
De Brentani (1991, 1995) has looked at the factors associated with success and failure of new
service projects. Conclusion is that innovation launch is financially risky and is often the most
costly stage of the innovation process (Guiltinan, 1999; Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1987).
Compared to manufacturers, successful service firms must place greater emphasis on the
selection, development, and management of employees who work directly with the customer
(Van der Pol, 2009). Launch success can also be determined using the criteria in table 3. For
this research, launch success is determined by innovations reaching the adoption stage.
3.2.2 Innovation adoption
Adoptability of innovations is an important indicator of the willingness to accept new
technologies. Several categories that influence innovation adoption are suggested by scholars:
-

-

-

Adopter characteristics: refers to the firms‟ general attitude towards the type of
innovation and the financial resources it devotes to the technologies. Organization
orientation may encourage the acceptance of new ideas and products. The more
customer-, competitor-, and technology-oriented firms are, the greater the relative
advantage of their innovations.
Perceived product characteristics: this refers to the firms‟ ideas about value of the
innovation in terms of advantages and disadvantages compared to existing solutions.
Rogers (2003) identified the characteristics as: relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability and observability. The highest chances of adoption are reached by
perceiveness of relative advantage, compatibility, trialability and observability, and low
on complexity.
Perceived service characteristics: services differ from products in terms of tangibility,
seperability, heterogeneity and perishability. These characteristics may affect the
performance of services (De Brentani and Ragot, 1996).De Brentani (1991) described a
set of factors which could be associated with success and failure of new services:
o Nature of the service: the extent to which the new service is people- or
equipment based, its complexity and its cost, uniformity of the service process,
service innovativeness, the effort devoted to enhancing the quality of the service
experience, and to providing physical evidence of quality.
o Product-market characteristics: new service project dimensions that describe the
product-market fit and market attractiveness, market competitiveness, and the
extent to which the service satisfies the demand of specific market segments or
an individual customer.
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o
o

Project synergy: the extent to which the service synergies with the firm‟s
established technical, capital, human, and financial resources.
New service development proficiency: the extent of the activities concerned with
researching, developing, and launching the new services are effectively carried
out.

3.2.3 Market orientation
Market orientation refers to the organization-wide generation of market intelligence, spread of
the intelligence across departments, and organization-wide responsiveness to it (Jaworski and
Kohli, 1993). Market orientation is positively related to relative advantage of the product/service
and to the proficiency in market testing, launch budgeting, launch strategy and launch tactics
(Langerak et al, (2004). Market orientation consists of (Narver and Slater, 1990):
- Customer orientation
- Competitor orientation
- Technology orientation
3.2.4 Strategic launch
Strategic launch involves decisions about the scope of the launch. They concern questions that
give a clear segmentation, targeting and positioning of the product (Langerak et al., 2004). Thus
the where, what, when and why to launch (Biggadike, 1979). Strategic launch consists of the
following elements:
-

Firm strategy
Product/service strategy
Organizational strategy
Market strategy
Competitive strategy
Network effects

3.2.5 Tactical launch
Tactical launch involve the how to launch (Hultink et al. 1997a). They consist of the marketing
mix decisions for a product or service: product, price, promotion, people, process, physical
evidence (Porter, 1980) and competitive advantage. For radical business services, the primary
distinguishing feature impacting performance is the corporate culture of the firm: one that
encourages entrepreneurship and creativity, and that actively involves senior managers in the
role of visionary and mentor for new service development (De Brentani, 2001). In addition, good
market potential and marketing tactics that offset the intangibility of radical service concepts
appear to have a positive performance effect (Van de Pol., 2009).
Van de Pol (2009) used the elements of launch to design a launch framework. This is depicted
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: launch model Van der Pol (2009)

3.3 Marketing
Conventional marketing relies on an integrating a blend of product quality, price, promotion and
distribution which offers greater consumer satisfaction than competitors offerings (Fitzsimmons
et al., 2007). In the competitive high-tech markets there is little tolerance for poorly designed or
manufactured products. Thus a lot of emphasis is placed on product quality to satisfy customer
demands nowadays (Lewis, 1996). But nowadays in popular management literature it is
suggested that this conventional marketing mix is not complete and a lot of extra P's are added
for services and corporate social responsibility. For example People, Process, and Physical
evidence are added to be taken into account for service-related products and People, Planet
and Profit are incorporated to be used for corporate social responsibility (Tilmans, 2009).
Research suggests that for reaching different customers, companies have to use different
strategies focusing on low costs, quality-leadership or marketing leadership; promotion and
distribution channels, therefore the marketing mix strategy, has a positive effect on the diffusion
of innovation and technology acceptance (Fitzsimmons et aI., 2007; Popovic, 2006).
In response of the globalizing and the rise of turbulent markets, a number of alternative
approaches have been developed, like expeditionary marketing, guerrilla marketing, disruptive
marketing, radical marketing, counterintuitive marketing, buzz marketing, viral marketing and
convergence marketing (Fitzsimmons et aI., 2007).
The following sections shall focus on marketing in less explored areas: in project organizations
and specifically in the construction industry. Aim is to gain an understanding of the concepts
available in the literature which will lead to the conceptual model at the final section of this
chapter.
3.3.1 Marketing in the construction industry
As Movares is an engineering firm related to infrastructure projects, it can be considered a firm
in the construction industry. This section will describe the literature of marketing in this industry.
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Cicmil and Nicholson (1998) describe the development of marketing in the construction industry
as the “engineers paradigm”. This paradigm implies for a part the perception of engineers
towards the marketing function. Marketing is not considered vital for operations as it only has a
supporting function. They are not appropriately staffed, and are not given the same value or
recognition as the engineering department. Business owners belief that only those with relevant
technical background are up to the task of managing the overall operations. Years later,
marketing gained more attention in this industry.
Although little has been described about this industry in the Netherlands; scholars have
described this industry in the U.K. Yisa and Edwards (2002) studied the marketing activities in
the UK construction industry and found out that more than half of the companies have a
marketing department and execute a marketing plan. An average 5.3 percent of profits were
spent on marketing activities, including marketing plans. Yisa and Edwards conclude further that
firms with a marketing plan attract more new clients.
Hakansson et al. (2001) observed that the most important competitive mean in industrial
marketing is the organizational design of the marketing function. „The capacity of industrial firms
to adjust their present marketing structures and operations – that is the way in which they
reorganize and adapt exchange relations with customers and other connected actors are crucial
to long-term survival’.
Reed et al. (2004) identified a significant difference between the public and private sector in
relation to marketing. Public firms spent less effort on marketing, because they thought they
would get the business anyway. Managing the sales process, strategic selling, managing key
accounts and relationships were considered less important.
3.3.2 Project marketing
Marketing projects has not gained much attention from scholars as traditional marketing. This
section describes one of these concepts: project marketing. Confronted with the uniqueness
and complexity of each project as well as with the commercial discontinuity of relationships with
customers, marketing strategy is designed with the aim to access more continuity and
predictability, so it can be better controlled (Slatter, 1990; Tikkanen, 1998)
Cova and Salle (2005) set the approaches of Crespin-Mazet and Ghauri (2007) in a diagram
with the dimensions depth and breadth of interaction
which is a common basis to project marketing. The
breadth of interaction consists of how the buyer and
supplier relate to eachother within a network. The
depth of interaction consists of how much the
supplier is integrated in the processes of the buyer.
Cova et al. define project marketing as “a set of
Figure 2: interaction between supplier and
customer
processes enabling suppliers selling projects-toorder to identify customer projects ling before the
invitation to tender, in order to better prepare for them” (Cova and Salle, 2005). This definition
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has evolved into “a multifunctional process of managing networks and buyer-seller interaction
within and between projects in businesses where the value creation process includes,
preparation, bidding, negotiation, implementation, and transition of a project” (Cova and Salle,
2007). Over the last decade there has been a growing interest in the field of project marketing,
as researchers have identified a need to depict the unique features of project marketing in
relation to other types of industrial marketing. In order to go deeper into this field, first a few
basic concepts are elaborated.
A project has been defined as a “complex transaction covering a package of products, services
and work, specifically designed to create capital assets that produce benefits for a buyer over
an extended period of time.
The feature of project discontinuity of project activities is considered central in the reflection of
project marketing as well as the idea that a large part of projects include some modularity and
are not purely unique.
In Figure 3 a project marketing flow diagram shows the process starting from project
independent actions, such as defining strategic priorities and ending at project dependent
processes, such as project development and hopefully a contract. The first goal of project
marketing is to contend with the economic discontinuity which places the supplier in a fragile
position and to recreate continuity, notably the socio-economic continuity with significant
customers and actors through the network of relations. Project management re-embeds the
project in the wider context of project business by altering a characteristic of project
management: time. Project management approaches are time bounded, because it usually
involves a single project. Project marketing goes further by also emphasizing the discontinuity
between one project and another. Therefore, it focuses on the long-term consequences of the
project for the buyer.
The major implication of discontinuity in project business is a potential lack of buyer-seller
bonding, interdependence and mutual orientation beyond the single project, although there will
be a substantial buyer seller interaction during the delivery of a single project. Cova and Salle
(2005) recognize the need of suppliers to focus on three separate dimensions of relationships:
1. Buying network or temporary network: managing networks and relationships relating to an
individual project.
2. Project network: managing the network in and around the customer, from the identification of
an emerging project (pre-tender phase) to the call for tender.
3. Managing networks of players and relationships independent of any project. It encompasses
the possibility of relationships during a longer period of multiple project activity, including
“sleeping relationships”.
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The project does not yet exist

 The company has detected a project
and chooses whether or not to invest
resources in the development of an offer
The project officially exists in the form
of a market consultation by the customer
calling for an offer by the supplier

Figure 3: project marketing (Cova and Salle, 2005)

3.4 Conceptual model
The conceptual model consists of the elements of launch introduced in this chapter, and the
project marketing process related to these elements. The project marketing process of Cova
and Salle (2005) is included in this model. It is different from marketing of both consumer and
industrial products and services by focusing on the following elements:
-

-

-

-

-

-

A marketing process in three phases: independent of any project/pre-tender/tender
preparation. This arises from the opinion shared by marketing and salespeople that a
supplier has no chance of being awarded a project if it begins to take an interest only at
the time of project presentation (Boughton, 1987).
The existence of three pertinent levels of analysis and decision:
o Milieu: group of business and non-business actors who play roles in related
activities in a given industry.
o Client: the customer
o Project: this is the transactional episode that encapsulates the efforts made
previously by the milieu and the customer and that transforms into obtaining a
contract or not.
The management of business actors (actors involved in the economic/commercial
transactions) and non-business actors (institutions that can influence marketing
operation).
The management of a supplier‟s relational position (the result of „relational investments‟
independent of any project) and functional position (the capacity to elaborate
differentiated solutions for the market and the customer‟s project).
Risk or uncertainty as the driver of behavior of the actors. Companies try to bring these
perceived risks to a more manageable level by mobilizing external and internal
resources.
Solution as a means to create value for the customer.

The following table represents the launch elements and corresponding project marketing phase:
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Launch element
Strategic launch
Tactical launch
Market orientation
Adopter characteristics

Project marketing phase
Strategy
Pre-tender & tender preparation
Independent of any project
Pre-tender & tender preparation

Table 4: relationship between launch elements and project marketing elements

According to Cova and Salle (2005), in order to execute projects, strategic priorities need to be
defined. This is followed by the functional and relational development. These developments are
independent of any project and thus can also be linked to strategy. The next stage in projects is
screening and development, in which tactical decisions are made surrounding a certain project.
Adopter characteristics are assessed and the combination of these characteristics with the
tactical decisions leads to a project offer to the customer. This offer is negotiated and leads to a
contract and thus to innovation success.
The following figure depicts the conceptual model.
Independent of any project

Strategy
Launch Strategy decisions
Firm Strategy
Functional &
Product Strategy
Relational
Organizational Strategy Development
Market Strategy
Competitive strategy
Network effects

Market Orientation
Customer Orientation
Competitor Orientation
Technology Orientation

Pre-tender and
Tender Preparation

Adoption of system

Project Screening
and development

Launch Tactics Decisions
Competitive Advantage
Price
Product Tactics
Promotion
Place
People
Process
Physical Evidence

How

Adopter characteristics
Perceived product characteristics
Perceived Service characteristics

Project offer and
negotiation

Innovation
Launch
Succes

Contract

Figure 4: conceptual model

Using case studies consisting of innovations within Movares, this framework is assessed and
modified for practical use in project oriented firms, and specifically engineering firms.
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3.4.1 Operationalizing of conceptual framework
The framework is used to assess the case studies described in the next chapter. In order to do
this, a checklist is designed to interview respondents. The full checklist is shown in Appendix B
and is sorted by launch element. The elements are shown in Table 5
Strategy (project independent)
Firm strategy (external)
(1) Orientation (market/technology)
(2) Aim (innovation, imitation, cost reduction)
Firm strategy (internal)
(3) Organizational structure
(4) Organizational culture
(5) Project team structure
Product strategy
(6) Innovativeness
(7) Uniqueness
(8) Development timeframe
Market strategy
(9) Target market
(10)Expected market growth
(11)Entering in phase of adoption cycle
Competition strategy
(12)Number of competitors
(13)Relative advantage of product/service
package compared to competitors
Tactics (project specific)
Competitive advantage
(14)Superior product/service
(design/quality/innovativeness)
Price
(15)Pricing tactic (skimming/penetration)
Promotion
(16)Technology push/market pull
Place
(17)Distribution channels
(18)Distribution expenditures
(19)Distribution intensity
Personnel
(20)Marketer of innovation
Process
(21)Procedures
(22)Stream of activities taken
Physical evidence (for customer)
(23)Technical functionality
(24)Quality (meets expectations)
Adoption of product/service
Product characteristics
(25)Relative advantage
(26)Compatibility
(27)Complexity
(28)Risk
(29)Observability
(30)Trialability
Service characteristics
(31)Product-market fit
(32)Project synergy (technical/resources)
(33)Proficiency of service (R&D/market
introduction/innovative organizational
culture)

Table 5: checklist interview elements based on conceptual model
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4 Validation of conceptual framework
This chapter aims at answering the following questions:
-

How applicable is the conceptual model to the innovation development process within
Movares?
Which drivers and barriers to innovation exist within Movares?

Seven cases are analyzed using the conceptual model introduced in the previous chapter.
Sources of these cases are interviews with participants in the innovation, and reports. The result
of this case analysis is a modified model which forms base for the implementation of an
innovation tool for Movares developers and managers.
This chapter consists of a description of the development process within Movares, followed by
the case analysis. Finally, conclusions are drawn to answer the research sub-question.

4.1 Development process at Movares
This section describes the innovation process of products and services within Movares. Figure 5
shows the general steps in the process, while appendix A shows the steps in more detail by
adding the actions of the K&I department, Rail, Infra & M&R department,
and the customer.
Application of idea

Step 1: Idea application
An idea is applied in different ways:
a. The Innovator: an experienced innovator identifies a problem in a
certain field. S/he submits an idea either by email directly to K&I
or by email through his/her direct manager.
b. Brainstorms: a brainstorm session is organized after which a few
ideas are globally formulated. In some occasions a list of ideas is
generated with the potential customer, and a manager chooses
one or a few ideas to work out further.
Once an idea is applied, it is discussed during the innovation meetings,
either within a division innovation meeting or a K&I innovation meeting.
Idea acceptance is based on arguments discussed during the meeting.
However, it does not follow clear objective criteria. No checklist is used
to assess whether an idea should be worked out further. An idea could
either be accepted (with modifications) or rejected. Innovators with an
accepted idea are assigned a budget maximum 40 hours (in most cases
40 hours is assigned). If an idea is rejected, it usually does not gain
further attention.

Preliminary study

Further technical
and commercial
development

Presentation
concept to
customer

Testing

Negotiation

Implementation

Step 2: Preliminary study
Once an idea is accepted, innovators conduct a preliminary study. There
is lack of a clear requirement for a deliverable. A report containing technical
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Figure 5:
development
process at
Movares

aspects of the study is usually written. This reflects the actions that are conducted during the
study; emphasis is on technical feasibility of the innovation. Once the study is conducted, it is
sometimes presented within the division (not to K&I). The direct manager assesses whether the
results of the preliminary study are a basis for further development of the innovation. Once the
manager is convinced in the potential of the innovation an innovation can be worked out further
in the innovation studio or outside the innovation studio. There is a capacity constraint in the
innovation studio which means that not every idea suitable for the studio can be worked out
immediately.
Step 3: Technical and commercial development
After a manager establishes that a study can be worked out further, a more thorough
development follows. During this step the innovation could be developed further in the
innovation studio. The emphasis is on technical development and reaching a potential customer
to introduce the innovation. Budgets during this step are larger; innovators in an innovation
studio work on the innovation for a longer period of time, such as a few months full-time.
The M&R department does not have a physical innovator studio; innovators work on the
innovation concurrent to other projects. Deliverables of work in an innovation studio is not set
formally, but an innovator is expected to present findings during division innovation meeting. In
practice, presentations focus on technical feasibility.
Step 4: Presentation of innovation to customer
This step may be parallel to step 3. It involves presenting the technical capabilities of the
innovation to the customer. The innovator has often already a certain relationship with the
customer. For instance, the innovator may have worked on an assignment for the customer in
the past. During the introduction of the product to the customer, the innovator may be
accompanied by the manager and/or colleges operating close to the customer. The customer
could welcome the concept, reject it or take it into consideration.
Step 5: Testing
If an innovation could not be tested due to various reasons such as high costs, the innovation is
tested on (technical) feasibility. This step often takes place in collaboration with the customer.
The customer usually funds the test (partially). The results of the test determine the will of the
customer to start negotiations in adopting the innovation.
Step 6: Negotiation
This step concerns both parties (Movares and customer) agreeing on the terms to implement
the innovation. Matters such as financial terms, delivery data and intellectual rights are
discussed and agreed on. Once an agreement is made, the implementation project can start.
The process described above is a general process. Each innovation differs on how one or more
stages were fulfilled. For example, iterative loops are possible between steps. An innovation
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that had shortcomings during the testing phase could return back to the technical development
phase if needed.

4.2 Cases
An overview of the cases investigated and their timeline in the innovation process is shown in
Figure 6. Green cases are still ongoing, while
the red cases have been stopped or put on the
shelf awaiting market triggers.
Application of idea
For each case, two semi-structured interviews
are conducted. Format of these interviews is a
template found in Appendix B.

Preliminary study

Aim of this section is to give an answer to the
following question:

Further technical
and commercial
development

Is the current innovation process, sufficient
in developing an innovation with direct
profits?

Case 6:
Presentation
concept to
customer

Case 7:

Case 2:

Case 5:

First, the conceptual model and the current
development process at Movares are
compared to each other. Equivalences and
differences are identified. Second, drivers and
barriers of innovation within Movares are
provided. They are indentified throughout
every stage of the innovation process.

Testing

Case 3:
Negotiation

Case 4:

Implementation

Case 1:

4.2.1

Analysis of cases

This section describes the findings of the
Figure 6: Cases investigated, their latest position and their
status in the innovation process (green: ongoing, red:
cases clustered in the launch elements
stopped project)
described in the conceptual model. These
are: strategic launch decisions, tactical launch
decisions, market orientation, and adoption characteristics.
Strategy
Firm strategy
Most innovations can be considered relatively innovative, except for the Case 3 and Case 5.
Case 3 consists of a PVC box which had no technological characteristics at all. Case 5 can be
considered a variation of rail track heating installations. The technology is not new, but has not
been used in this setting before. In general, the high scores on relative product innovativeness
imply that Movares innovators prefer radical product development rather than incremental
product development.
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Not every innovator set the objective of market penetration. Some innovations, such as Case 6
were developed to gain entry to the energy market. Plans on introducing Case 6 to the Chinese
market failed due to Movares‟ focus on current markets. Movares aims at maintaining an image
as an innovative engineering firm, which means that innovators may develop concepts without
having to really introduce them actively to the market.
The organizational structure of the firm is a hierarchical one, with three main divisions and
numerous supporting divisions. However, despite the high number of employees, the culture
seems informal within the divisions with increased formality between the divisions. Due to the
history of the company being part of the Dutch Railways, division Rail is dominant. This is seen
by the relative dominance financially, and specifically in innovation budgets. This division has
the highest cut of the innovation budget. Projects are also division driven. A relatively low
amount of projects are interdepartmental.
Product and market strategy
Although the product groups are characterized by its high innovativeness and uniqueness, no
predictable development timeframe exists. However, this may be inherent to the radical
character of the innovations. The target markets of innovations are various and depend on the
objective of innovation. If a new market is to be entered, then an unknown customers are
approached (directly or indirectly through partners). For existing markets, ProRail and RWS are
the largest customers and most innovations are developed related to their line of business.
However, these markets are not expected to grow in the near future which is challenging for
Movares.
Competition strategy
Related to innovations within Movares, the firm seems not to look at competitors actions and be
reactive. This may be due to the narrow working field of most innovators from which their
assessment of the market comes from. For example, little reliance on account managers exist
which have the knowledge of the market and competitors. Also, innovators lack the knowledge
to assess the environment. The result is lack of assessment to the relative advantage of an
innovation compared to the competition, based on their profile. The number of competitors in
the Netherlands is more than 10, which indicates a high level of competition.
Tactics
Competitive advantage of the innovations within Movares is often based on superior
technological innovativeness. As for the marketing mix, an interesting, but not unexpected
finding is the use of personal selling tactic to offer the innovation to customers. This is because
most innovations are aimed at a single customer. The innovator is able to focus its marketing
resources on personal selling. Therefore, customer acceptance is crucial in product launch
success. In practice, customers and other stakeholders are triggered by publications of Movares
innovators. These publications aim at creating and end user base in order to make adoption
attractive to the customer. This is especially the case for Case 1 and case 2. Each publication is
followed by invitations from various parties (local government, provinces, and foreign
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customers) to elaborate more about the innovation. Movares generates revenues from
innovations by licensing patents and by engineering, because it cannot and does not want to
physically produce the innovation themselves.
A remarkable finding is the penetration policy of innovations. While some innovations aim to
penetrate the market, the penetration pricing tactic does not seem to be used. Guiltinan (1999)
suggests that penetration pricing encourages early adoption and speeds diffusion. Movares
innovators choose for slow penetration to prove the working of their innovations before
expanding. Often, lack of competitive alternatives does not make innovators urge to lower prices
in order to sell their innovation. Other pricing policies also seem to lack in all innovations. This is
due to the fact that accept for Case 1 no innovation has passed the early adopter stage yet.
Market orientation
Movares innovators have no knowledge of competitor‟s reactions, or competitors have not had
time to publically anticipate on the product introductions of Movares. In case of public offerings,
competitors simply cannot react, because offerings are submitted at the same time by all
suppliers (assuming that each offering is unknown to competitors). Case 1 is worth remarking,
because the first customer could be actually perceived as a competitor. The first co-developer
acquired an exclusive license to do nothing with the innovation; it perceived that it competed
with its own products. Movares could do nothing about it for a few years to due contract
constraints and therefore did not receive any revenue.
Adoption
Product adoption (Rogers)
Every innovation scored average to high on relative advantage. Case 6 and the Durable
highway score lower due to the very high cost involved. Although it can be expected that the
total cost of ownership lower is than alternative products, investment costs are much higher.
This is often an obstacle for adoption, because managers on the customer side focus on
(shorter term) investment costs. Most innovations are not considered complex, although they
are radical innovations. This is explainable due to differences in perception between the supplier
and customer. Trialibility scores low in most innovations due to the high cost of testing the
product. This explains why innovations are usually tested after it is introduced to the customer. It
invests (for a part) in financing the test. Every innovation is observable to the customer.
Service adoption
For most innovations a certain product-market fit is identified, except for Ice-solution and case 2.
Various alternatives for Ice-solution are available in the market, which means that this
innovation is lagging behind competitors products. Although this innovation has specific
differences, they are not perceived important enough by the potential customer (ProRail) to start
a lengthy procedure of adoption. For case 2, legislation is an obstacle for adopting the
innovation (besides the high investments necessary). This highway is not classified as a road or
a tunnel, which makes this innovation not fit for the Dutch market (yet). All innovations have
capable
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4.2.2 Innovation launch success
Assessing innovation launch success is difficult due to the different current stages of the case
studies. Most innovations have not reached the final stage in which the customer adopts.
Therefore launch success is defined by the probability that an innovation will reach the
launch/adoption stage.
The result of the case studies is shown in the following Table 6, summarizing the variables used
in the conceptual model. Hultink et al. (1997) investigated around 200 Dutch companies with a
turnover of $100 mln to $1 bln on innovation success, related to strategic and tactic launch
decisions. Their findings are clustered to four clusters: Niche followers, niche innovators, mass
marketers and would-be-me-toos. Characteristics for every cluster is found in Appendix D.
Based on previous findings, Movares fits the second cluster, niche innovators. Movares tends to
introduce innovations to a select group of customers, usually one. Other variables included in
the table are adopter characteristics and time scope, which assesses whether certain activities
took an unneccesary long time. This negatively influences the time to innovate and thus
negatively influences the score assigned. Every innovation researched had enough resources
available to keep the project alive. Some innovations were able to gain resources indirectly if the
innovator has a high degree of influence in the firm.
Scores are calculated based on adding up the individual scores. Minimal score is (--) and
maximim score is (++). The results show that Case 4 and Case 1 have the highest chances of
adoption, while case 2 has the lowest chances. A remarkable finding are the low scores
throughout the tactical decision variables, while strategic variables score higher.
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Case
Strategic Product/Market
decisions
Relative product
innovativeness

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

++

++

-

+

+/-

++

+

Targeting strategy: Niche
Number of competitors
Driver for development: mix of
market and technology
Innovator strategy

+
-

+
+
-

+
+

++
++
+

++
++
-

++
-+

++
-+/-

+

+

-

+

-

++

+

+
+/-

+

+/-

+

--

-+

--

+/--

++
--

--

+
--

+
--

+/--

n.a.3
n.a.

++
+
++
+
+

++
-+/-

++
++
++
+
+

++
++
++
++

+
+
+/+/-

-++
-++

++
++
++
++

++
++
+/11

+
-0

+/++
+
+
7

+/++
++
++
19

+
+
N.A.
1

+
+
N.A.
N.A.
3

+
+
N.A.
+/8

Tactical decisions
Broad Product assortment
Distribution intensity:
exclusive
Distribution expenditures
Skimming pricing policy
Perceived adoption (product)
characteristics
Compatibility
Complexity4
Observability
Trialability
Relative advantage
Service characteristics
Product-market fit
Project synergy
Proficiency of NSD
Time scope
Total score

Table 6: case results based on selective variables

3
4

CASE 7 has not been announced on the market yet due to patents pending
Complexity: positive score indicates lower complexity
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4.2.3 Drivers and barriers to innovation at Movares
For each stage in the innovation process, the corresponding project marketing stage is depicted
in Appendix C. Descriptions in black are drivers to the innovation process, whereas red
descriptions are barriers. The most important drivers and barriers for each stage are shown in
Table 7:
Project marketing/
innovation process
Strategic priorities

Drivers

Barriers

Relational development

Technological
innovativeness
Predefined areas of
innovation
Customer involvement

Project screening

Low barriers to submit ideas

Project development

Innovation budget
Technical expertise
Co-development

Project offer

Personal selling

Operating in new (unknown)
markets
Lack of follow-up
(management support)
Lack of account manager
support
Less influence outside
„innovation cloud‟
Lack of clear (marketing) plan
Lack of commercial expertise
Lack of experience in
innovation partnerships
Focus on technical
characteristics

Project negotiation
Contract/implementation

Personal selling
Earlier experience with
customer

Functional development

Pricing policy
Insufficient knowledge about
customer

Table 7: drivers and barriers for an efficient innovation process

4.3 Conclusions
This section gives attention to answering the question whether the current innovation process
sufficient is in generating profits. The case studies provide a general process of innovation
within Movares. The innovation process of a project consists of idea generation, preliminary
study, technical and commercial development, testing, negotiation and adoption by the
customer. Independently of an innovation, innovation themes are decided for every division
(Rail, Infra, M&R). The presence of common innovation stages whether dependant or
independent of an innovation implies the existence of a structured innovation process.
However, within this structured process, certain actions are necessary in order to an innovation
to succeed. These actions are identified as drivers to success, such as technological
innovativeness, the existence of an innovation department with low barriers to submit ideas for
innovation, and the use of personal selling by innovators to promote the innovation to the
potential adopter.
Unfortunately, certain barriers to innovation success exist. Major barriers are the existence of
too little follow-up from (top) management, and the lack of adequate marketing initiatives due to
the lack of commercialization knowledge by innovation developers. These barriers form a major
obstacle in a timely development process (in the case of Case 1) and in the success of
adoption.
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4.4 Adequacy of conceptual model
Figure 7 shows the conceptual model as designed in chapter 3.
Independent of any project

Strategy
Launch Strategy decisions
Firm Strategy
Functional &
Product Strategy
Relational
Organizational Strategy Development
Market Strategy
Competitive strategy
Network effects

Market Orientation
Customer Orientation
Competitor Orientation
Technology Orientation

Pre-tender and
Tender Preparation

Adoption of system

Project Screening
and development

Launch Tactics Decisions
Competitive Advantage
Price
Product Tactics
Promotion
Place
People
Process
Physical Evidence

How

Adopter characteristics
Perceived product characteristics
Perceived Service characteristics

Project offer and
negotiation

Innovation
Launch
Succes

Contract

Figure 7: first conceptual model

This section describes the adjustments identified after the case study analysis.
Market orientation:
In the first model, market orientation is seen as part of the functional and development stage
and project screening and development stage. However, in the example of Case 1, the lack of
market orientation during the negotiation stage resulted in delay of market introduction. The
negotiation was held with a producer who promised to sell the innovation (Movares receives a
fee for each sell). However, the producer did not intent to bring the product on the market, but
sign the contract in order to prevent this, because it would effect sales of other competing
products. Continuous market orientation at each stage would have prevented this. Another
argument to having market orientation at each stage of the innovation process is that the
dynamic character of markets related to the timely innovation process mandates firms to
continuously keep looking out for changes in the environment, competitors and customers.
Adoption:
In the case of Movares, and generally in the engineering industry, firms have a select number of
large customers which bring in a relatively high amount of revenue. Therefore it can be argued
that firms should look into adoption characteristics while defining the (innovation) strategy of the
firm. A practical case for Movares is emphasizing on sustainable products and service as a
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strategy. Adopters are asking for this and the government (which is a key customer) is
embedding sustainability in its tenders.
Go/no go:
Innovations at Movares are characterized by the lack of urge to stop development once some
effort and resources have been spent. This is usually the case for innovators who have power in
the organization. Introduction of go/no go moments with managers is a way to prevent this. The
reason for go/no go is the dynamic environment which may lead to changes of strategy. An
innovation that once would have fit in the strategy may not fit after 5 years.
Iterative loops:
For the same reason as for go/no go‟s, loops looking back and reviewing whether the innovation
still matches the strategy of the organization is essential, especially in lengthy projects. Iterative
loops can function primarily as a check, and secondary as a way to alter project tactics or stop
the project in case it does not fit strategic needs. Innovators must not forget that stopping a
project does not imply failure, but an opportunity to create a new innovation with possibly more
potential.
Roles & Responsibilities:
The current model lacks division of tasks. Innovators are capable of developing an innovation,
marketers are experts in commercializing, account managers (and marketers) have insights in
market orientation due to their knowledge of customers, competitors and other stakeholders.
This implies an addition of functions to this model.
The result of the changes is a model in Figure 8. Assessing this model is suggested a direction
for further research. The following chapter looks into practical methods to improve the
innovation process.
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Independent of any
project

Strategy

Adoption of system

Launch Strategy decisions
Firm Strategy
Functional &
Product Strategy
Relational
Organizational Strategy Development
Market Strategy
Competitive strategy
Network effects

Pre-tender and
Tender Preparation

Roles &
Responsabil
ities

Market Orientation
Customer Orientation
Competitor Orientation
Technology Orientation

Project Screening
and development

Launch Tactics Decisions
Competitive Advantage
Price
Product Tactics
Promotion
Place
People
Process
Physical Evidence

Adopter characteristics
Perceived product characteristics
Perceived
Service characteristics
How

Project offer and
negotiation

Innovation
Launch
Succes

Contract

Figure 8: adjusted model
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Go/no
go

5 Solution design & implementation
This chapter introduces aims at designing a solution. A deliverable of this design is a tool which
assesses the chances of innovation success in an early stage of the innovation process. This
tool is implemented and evaluated. Due to limited time resources, solution design will cover only
part of the innovation process.
The empirical analysis indicates a number of drivers and barriers to innovation efficiency. In
order to assess, in an efficient manner, the chances of a customer adopting an innovation, early
analysis of the potential of the innovation is required. Thorough analysis in early stages of the
process minimizes the chances of things going wrong in later stages of the process. Financial
implications of errors in later stages are substantially higher. Since the saying „time is money‟
really applies for engineering companies such as Movares, unnecessary errors should be
prevented or minimized.

5.1 Solution design
Focus on solution lies in the early stages of the innovation process. This will make changes in
later stages more feasible in the future. Brem and Voigt (2009) describe the importance of a
balance in market pull and technology push activities. Burgelman and Sayles (2004) suggest
three fundamental elements for an enduring linkage between technology push and market pull
in order to define new business opportunities:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Technology sources: researcher‟s personal interests are being adequately
considered, combined with corporate expertise, and continuing the overview of new
technological developments.
Market demand: regarding continuous search for current and potential market
opportunities.
Relevant problem: initial impulses from internal or external sources for innovation.

These elements can be fortunately identified within the current begin of the innovation process
at Movares.
Managerial initiatives can be defined in three alternative patterns (Hauschildt, 2004):
1. Technology-competence-driven
2. Market-need-driven
3. Corporate-interest-driven
Currently, the first initiative is identified at Movares, whereas the latter two are less identified
during the innovation process. The transition process from technology to market orientation (and
vice versa) requires a change in the mindset on the part of the innovators (Ulijn et al., 2001).
However, their research on Dutch engineers indicated the following positive effects:
1. More pressure to achieve so that new projects are seen as challenges;
2. Better product quality;
3. More responsibility at the shop floor, which accounts for more challenging tasks and more
involvement;
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4. New products which create more value;
5. More flexibility;
.
6. Better control of the time and money aspects of projects.
As negative effects were mentioned:
1. Resistance against change;
2. More stress for the individual employee because of the broader responsibility.
A solution concept suggested by Menzel et al. (2007) is intrapreneurship, which is „the process
of uncovering and developing an opportunity to create value through innovation and seizing that
opportunity without regard to either resources or the location of the entrepreneur‟ (Antoncic and
Hisrich, 2001). This process is shown in the following figure

Figure 9: The process of intrapreneurship (Menzel, 2007)

Until now, this report has emphasized a new product/service development approach. However,
the first stages of the innovation process can be described according to the theory of „front end
innovation‟. This type of innovation has the following characteristics: an experimental, difficult to
predict „eureka‟ moments, an unpredictable commercialization date, variable funding and
uncertain revenue expectations (Burgelman and Sayles, 2004). These characteristics are highly
visible at Movares. The front end innovation stage is one of the greatest areas of weakness of
the innovation process and fundamentally determines the later innovation success. Therefore,
this part of the innovation process will be emphasized in the solution.

5.2 Implementation
Due to the importance of human resources within Movares, as they possess the knowledge and
power to control innovation processes, they will gain some attention in the process as well. The
emphasis will be in stimulating market knowledge of innovators in an early stage. The case
studies indicate that an innovator is the main participant in a project and tends to control the
project to a large extent. In order to increase awareness of the marketing opportunities in a
project, there are two possible actions:
1. Assign a marketer to the innovator to assess market possibilities from the start of the
project innovation.
2. Increase marketing awareness of the innovator by providing assistance through a
standardized checklist.
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Objectives of the implementation are
-

-

-

Rapid execution of study: Until now, innovators are not always in a rush to conduct the
preliminary study. Although maximum 40 hours is budgeted, no restrictions exist on how
to spend these hours. Innovators are busy with current projects and may not have time
to work on the preliminary study. Innovators are expected to work independently on this
project and enjoy freedom in the timeline of the innovation. A solution is to assign a
coach who assists the innovator and acts as a contact person.
Increasing awareness of the commercial opportunities for innovator: Most innovators did
not follow any marketing courses and mainly rely on their practical experience to
establish market opportunities. This is usually a trial-and-error process which is not
efficient. Outsourcing of the commercialization is to a college is usual in further stages of
the process. However, outsourcing is limited because the innovator seeks to maintain
control of the innovation development. Possible solutions are to give innovators lessons
on marketing, and to include commercial opportunities in the report presented after the
preliminary study.
Increased awareness of market opportunities for manager: managers assigns budgets
based on information they obtain from sources. In order to maintain an (somewhat)
objective view of a potential project for Movares, the manager needs to obtain data from
the innovators. A solution is to include certain criteria in the preliminary study report. The
result is twofold: assessing whether there is potential to further develop the project, and
which resources (and in which amount) should be assigned to the project.

In the following sections, the implementation is elaborated.
Stage 1: application to conduct a preliminary study
This step should be very accessible, because it forms the input for innovative ideas. At the
same time, the application should contain relevant information to assess from where budget
should be assigned. Therefore, the application should contain the following information:
-

A name and description of the idea
Some background information, such as a problem which leads to the idea
Major advantages of the idea
Potential users and/or customers
Major obstacles to realize the idea
Short term actions to be conducted in order to gather more information

The application process can remain the same by submitting the idea individually by email or
submitting through a manager who is part of the innovation team within the division. However,
awareness of the possibility to submit ideas should increase.
Stage 2: preliminary study
After an application is approved, budget is assigned to conduct a preliminary study. A maximum
of 40 hours is allowed to be assigned to a study. In practice, 40 hours has become a standard
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and some innovators spend some of their own time outside working hours. The redesign will not
focus on strictly defining this budget for two reasons:
1. To maintain the accessibility of conducting such studies
2. Managers consider this budget non-significant in relation to the budget possibly
assigned after the preliminary study.
(Human) Resources:
Besides the assignment of budgetary resources to the innovator to conduct the study, a coach
is assigned to the innovator to ensure the study is conducted within the planned timescope, and
to provide advice on how and where to gather information. The coach takes part in innovation
meetings within and between departments. Therefore, the coach is able to act as a knowledge
broker or has direct access to one.
During the study, reporting
At this moment, a structured report structure does not exist within Movares. Presentations are
required in some cases, and in other cases personally reporting to the manager is sufficient.
Structured reporting is essential, because it provides managers with more objective insight
whether a study is worth continuing. Another advantage of structured reporting is to obtain a
certain format for managers and innovators to look into the process to gain insights and learn
from mistakes made.
The following aspects are considered helpful in the decision process, according to managers
within Movares and the literature:
1. The technical aspects of the innovation, and how it can generate a business opportunity
2. Who are the potential customers, how attractive are they for Movares in the short and
long term
3. Which chances and obstacles exist for the potential customer to adopt the innovation?
4. How much money will this innovation and within which time path?
5. How does this innovation fit within the business of Movares?
6. How did the innovator obtain data for the study?
For the innovator, the following issues are important in order to submit a suitable report:
Time spent on reporting: the innovator does not expect to write an extended analysis during
this phase of the innovation development process. At the same time, managers need to
assess whether the study was conducted thoroughly. The longer the report, the less time
and innovator had to conduct research.
For the manager, the report should be:
1. Readable within a short time
2. Using quantified data
3. Contain not too much data, because the budgets assigned after the study are relatively
small
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A checklist containing criteria and scores has the advantages that it is easy to fill in by the
innovator and is easy to read by the manager. Scores can indicate strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities or threats of an innovation. The checklist has been designed using elements from
the Cova et al. (2002) and is elaborated in the following section.
5.2.1 Implementation tool
The checklist consists of a Microsoft Excel file, with five worksheets. An example is shown in
Appendix E. The first worksheet is the application for the preliminary study. It contains the
following general information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name for the idea
A problem definition to conduct a study
A short elaboration of the concept
At least three advantages of the concept
Barriers that innovator needs to overcome to successfully launch the innovation
Possible combinations with other (existing) concepts
Who can gain from this innovation
Short term actions to be conducted

The following steps are advised in order to gain insight in the market opportunities of the
innovation
Step 1: Network analysis
Project business companies need to identify complementary and substitutive resources,
capabilities and competences possessed by different actors in the business network
(Tikkanen et al, 2007). Goal of this step is to identify a list of relevant people to obtain
technical and market information. These people could be colleges, the potential
customer, (local) government, universities and suppliers.
In order to define this network, an inside-out approach is recommended in which the
innovator first seeks for internal specialists (colleges) in the field. They have the
expertise and (direct) connections to external specialists and other stakeholders. A
snowball approach is also possible, but is time costly for a preliminary study. Interviews
can be conducted with these specialists in order to establish technical feasibility of the
innovation.
Within Movares, the innovator could approach the account manager to inform him of the
innovation concept. Although in practice account managers are not stimulated to
promote innovations actively to customers, they are a source of information on customer
needs and (beside internal specialists) have knowledge of the most suitable person to
be approached within the organization of the potential customer. Sometimes, it is even
more effective to let the specialist do the work for the innovator. Personal contacts are
important in the engineering consultancy business and some people feel more
comfortable talking to others with the same educational background or others with whom
a long business relationship exists.
The result of the network analysis is a list of people who are relevant in successfully
developing and introducing the innovation.
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Step 2: defining the relation between Movares and the possible customer

-

-

-

During the application for the preliminary study potential customers were defined. This
step considers the customer most likely to do business with and consists of two parts:
the attractiveness of the potential customer to Movares and the relation between both
actors. Note that this is a general view and does not specifically refer to the innovation
project.
Regarding the attractiveness of the customer, the following criteria are defined:
Reference customer: whether other customers can be reached using the potential
customer. This does not have to concern the innovation itself, thus selling other products
to other customers. A practical example within Movares is acquiring other customers
through TenneT within the energy sub-division.
Fit in company: how well this customer fits in the current business territories of Movares.
A better fit makes it easier for Movares to do business with the customer which may lead
to better collaboration
Access to new markets: whether the customer can be used to access new markets
beyond the current territories of Movares. Movares aims to reduce operational
dependency on Rail by seeking other markets related to the current practices. The
TenneT example can also be applied here, because it opened the door to enter the
energy market.

Step 3: customer adoption
Awareness of the perceiveness of customer adoption makes innovators aware of (minor)
changes needed to increase the probability of adoption. In this step, the need of a
product/service for the potential customer is assessed. Adoption attributes are:
compatibility, complexity, observability, trialability and relative advantage. Another attribute,
risk, is also added to the list.
Step 4: the innovation as a project
Purpose of this step is to assess whether the innovation idea is suitable to go further as a
project. Elements of this step are:
-

-

Strategic interests: the extent of strategic fit of project. This consists of expected
references for future projects, market orientation, accessing new markets, improved
reputation, fit to strategic cores as stated in annual report, and fit to division cores.
Profitability: revenues on the short and long term, and the expected return on investment
Duration: duration of investment, development, time to first revenue moment and
expected time to negotiate on contract terms.
Technological aspects: the extent of radicalness of the innovation, market experience
with the technology and the extent of expertise of the innovator with this technology.
Innovation scores: a number of scores will roll out. For every sub-domain a score is
calculated. This is shown in a 1-page summary, such as in Figure 10.
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Overzicht scores innovatie
Doel: Samenvatten van de scores toegekend aan de innovatiecriteria voor een globaal beeld van de potentie van de innovatie

Gemiddelde score
innovatie

onderdeel
Aantrekkingskracht klant
Kwetsbaarheid Movares
Strategische interesse voor Movares
Winstgevendheid project
Tijdsduur project
Technische aspecten innovatie
Kans op adoptie door klant

3.1

Score
2.8
3.4
3.5
3.0
2.7
2.3
3.6

Aantrekkingskracht
klant
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Kans op adoptie door
klant

Kwetsbaarheid
Movares

Technische aspecten
innovatie

Strategische interesse
voor Movares

Tijdsduur project

Winstgevendheid
project

Compatibiliteit
4.0

3.0

Klantadoptie samengevat
Compatibiliteit
Eenvoud
Minimale Risico
Obeserveerbaarheid
Testbaarheid
Relatief voordeel

score
4.0
2.7
2.7
4.0
3.0
3.5

Relatief voordeel

2.0

Eenvoud

1.0
0.0
Testbaarheid

Minimale Risico

Obeserveerbaarheid

Figure 10: example score summary

5.2.2 Implementation results
Innovation scores:
The tool has been used by members of the technical commercial board in which key managers
of the firm are participants. They established a list of ten innovations considered most important
to Movares in terms of money, time and effort spent and assigned a score to each section of the
innovation tool. The results are shown in table Table 8.

Table 8: innovation scores assessed by the technical commercial board of Movares (from innovation report
D. Verheul & P. Boon)

Note that these innovations had passed the preliminary study phase during the assessment.
Thus these scores assess whether adequate decisions were made, rather than determine the
feasability of continuing the development. Managers seem to look critially to profitability of the
innovations, and generally assume that the other variables are average or higher. It seems that
the innovations that score low on profitabiliy are the ones that are discontinued. Movares shall
not be an active participant in the Case 3 and Keramische ES-las projects, RegioRailer and
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Aerocity are discontinued projects, while the other innovations (that score higher) are still in the
innovation portifeulle of Movares.
Practicality of tool:
A few main issues arised after filling the innovation checklists. First, it took innovators on
average one hour to complete the form. Although it forms a small fraction of the maximum
amount spent on an preliminary study (40 hours). This was experienced as a lengthy process.
The form was often completed with the coach at once approaching the end of the preliminary
study. Some sections were easier to fill in than others. Innovators assessed the sections
network aspects, profitability, time and technical aspects easier than other sections, which are
percieved as marketing/launch elements. This indicates a difficulty for innovators to assess
market characteristics and oppertunities. Filling the checklist with a coach makes it less difficult,
although the coaches also have little marketing knowledge. However, they are aware of the
need to look into marketing and launch characterisctics.
This tool has been generally used to confirm the need/feel to (dis)continu development, rather
than be used to assess feasibility of a project with quantitative data.
Following actions:
The K&I department has modified the layout of the tool to fit the Movares colors and refined the
descriptions of the variables to increase understandability of the tool. Establishing a weigh factor
for every variable is recommended for further research.
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6 Evaluation and limitations
This chapter reflects on the quality of this research. The first part reviews what needs to be
added to the existing body of knowledge inside Movares and the scholarly community. The
second part identifies the limitations to this research and the third and final part provides
directions for further research.

6.1 Implications for practice
This research provides Movares with a basis to improve its current innovation commercialization
activities. Although a solution has been designed for only the first stages in the innovation
process, these stages are critical for a timely and cost controlled completion of innovation
projects. The first step has been taken in making decision makers and innovators confirm their
feeling of chances of innovation success. The next step is to maintain awareness of the need to
actively commercialize innovation projects by people with the knowledge to do so. Innovators
and even most managers are technological oriented which is surely positive. However, the lack
of commercial oriented marketers keeps the unbalance between technology and marketing
intact. This requires a change of mind setting throughout the organization, starting from high
level management.

6.2 Implications for theory
The findings in this research confirm the existence of the engineer – marketer dilemma. It is not
the traditional case that engineers do not listen to marketers; there is simply a lack of marketers
to influence the commercialization process. This research itself provides scholars with more
understanding on innovating in the engineering industry. The chances of success increase
rapidly once the development has reached the customer presentation stage and that customer
has a good feeling of the innovation. This research also identified drivers and barriers that
influence innovation success in the engineering industry, and gives insight in an industry that
develops products, but actually gains revenue by selling the service related to that product.
More implications can be found in the section „further research‟.

6.3 Limitations
Although this study increases understanding of innovation activities within an engineering firm,
limitations for this research are identified. First, a common concern about case studies is that it
provides little basis for scientific generalization (Yin, 2003). Although seven case studies are
analyzed enhancing internal validity, the uniqueness of every innovation makes it difficult to
generalize to other innovations (in other firms). Also, many case studies in this research were in
development, which makes it difficult to assess the relationship of the variables with innovation
success. More case studies could be included in further research, or a number of the case
studies could be investigated at a later time to obtain a more complete view of the innovation
process. The exclusion of later stages of the innovation process in the solution design and
implementation is also a limitation to this study. Later stages of this process include a more
thorough view of how Movares can deal with customer and stakeholder interaction. External
validity of this research may also be effected due to the strong relationship of the data to the
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Movares specifics, which implies that generalizing this study through other firms in the
engineering industry should be done with care.

6.4 Further research
Service innovation processes were investigated in only one firm. Further research should be
conducted to assess (quantitative) findings in multiple firms in the engineering industry. Second,
research could include more case studies of innovations that have been (un)successfully
introduced. This makes it possible to design a solution for the entire innovation process, rather
than part of it. Third, pure service industries other than financial industries could be compared to
product-oriented industries and mixed industries (mixed on the product-service continuum) to
assess the level of commercialization activities of their innovation process.
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8 Appendices
Appendix A: detailed description of the innovation process within Movares (confidential)
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Appendix B: chechlist format for conducting interviews for case studies
Toelichting en invulblad innovatiemodel:
Strategische keuzes
Keuzes marktintroductie
1. Bedrijfsstrategie: technologie/marktorientatie, innovatie/imitatie/kostreductie
2. Productstrategie: Innovatiegehalte, time-to-market
3. Organisatiestrategie: structuur, cultuur, teamorg.
4. Marktstrategie: target market, marktgroei, „stage of life cycle‟
5. Concurrentiestrategie: veelal bepaald door aantal concurrenten

Biggadike (1979);
Green et al. (1995);
Langerak et al. (2004)

1. Bedrijfsstrategie: omschrijf de bedrijfsstrategie richting New product development/ new service
development.
a. Technologie- of marktgeoriënteerd
b. Doel is innovatie, imitatie of kostenreductie

2. Productstrategie: de keuzes in het innovatie ontwikkelingsproces.
a. Hoe innovatief is product/dienst
b. Hoe uniek is product/dienst
c. Wat is de ontwikkeltijd, de zogeheten ‘time-to-market’

3. Organisatiestrategie: Interne kaders van het project
a. Organisatiestructuur
b. Organisatiecultuur
c. Teamstructuur (bijvoorbeeld Multidisciplinair)
4. Marktstrategie: marktkeuzes om je product/dienst te promoten en verkopen
a. Doelgroepstrategie (vb. segmenten, massa of niche)
b. Marktgroei
c. Fase van het adoptiecyclus
(innovator – early adopters – early majority – late majority – laggards)

5. Concurrentiestrategie: wordt bepaald door
a. Aantal concurrenten
b. Relatief voordeel (R.A.) van product/dienst
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Specifieke
Projectontwikkeling
Tactische besluiten
marktintroductie
Competitief voordeel
Prijs
Promotie
Plaats
Personeel
Proces
„physical evidence‟

Biggadike (1979);
Green et al. (1995);
Langerak et al. (2004);
Frambach et al. (1998)

1. Competitief voordeel: kiezen uit voorbeelden:
a. Beter ontwerp
b. Inferieure kwaliteit
c. Innovatiever dan concurrent
2. Prijs: hangt samen met klantendoelgroep en marktsegment. Wordt de innovatie een algemeen of
nicheproduct? Twee belangrijke tactieken zijn:
a. Skimming: eerst hoge prijs, daarna gradueel de prijzen verlagen
b. Penetratie: lage prijs om markt vroeg te penetreren
3. Promotie: doel is om de innovatie te positioneren in de ‘mind-set’ van de klant, maar ook de distributiekanalen.
Promotietactieken kunnen zijn:
a. Push: marketingactiviteiten gericht op de tussenkanalen die het verder promoten naar de adopter.
b. Pull: directe promotie bij de adopter.

4. Plaats (distributie): Waar en hoe wordt het product verkocht. Drie elementen zijn:
a. Distributiekanalen
b. Distributie-uitgaven
c. Distributie-intensiteit
5. Personeel: Wie wordt ingezet om het product te verkopen aan de klant?
6. Proces: de systemen die gebruikt worden ter ondersteuning van het ontwikkel- en verkoopproces:
a. Procedures
b. Stroom van activiteiten

7. ‘Physical evidence’: een klant zoekt naar bewijs dat het product aan de verwachtingen voldoet. Elementen zijn:
a. Technische functionaliteit: werkt het product naar behoren.
b. Kwaliteit: voldoet het product en de zgn. enablers (zoals verkoper) aan de verwachting van de klant?
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Adoptie van systeem/project
Adopter karakteristieken
Beleefde productkarakteristieken:
- relatief voordeel
- compatibiliteit
- risico
- observeerbaarheid
- testbaarheid
Beleefde servicekarakteristieken:
- Product-market fit
- Project synergy (fit met resources bedrijf)
- „Ontwikkelbekwaamheid‟ (effectief
onderzoek, ontwikkeling, marktintro,
betrokkenheid directie)

Kohli and Jaworski (1990);
Narver and Slater (1990);

Langerak et al. (2004);
Mahajan et al. (1990);
Frambach et al. (2002);
Di Benedetto (1999)
and Rogers (2003)

Aan de adoptiekant kunnen twee hoofdkarakteristieken onderscheiden worden: beleefde
productkarakteristieken en beleefde servicekarakteristieken.
Beleefde productkarakteristieken: ‘beleefde’ doordat het ook gaat om hoe de klant het product ervaart.
Relatief voordeel: hoe beter is dit product dan het huidige product van de klant
Compatibiliteit: de mate waarin een innovatie overeenkomt met de huidige waarden, behoeften en ervaringen van
de klant

Risico: de mate waarin economische, fysieke, functionele en sociaalpsychologische gevaren aan de innovatie
verbonden zijn

Observeerbaarheid: de mate waarin het product zichtbaarheid is, of de resultaten waarneembaar zijn in het geval
van diensten

Testbaarheid: de mate waarin de innovatie op kleine schaal kan worden getest
Beleefde servicekarakteristieken: een toevoeging op de beleefde productkarakteristieken die extra
aandacht vereisen voor diensten, doordat deze de kans op adoptie vergroot.
1. Product-markt fit: de mate waarin het product/dienst en de markt afgestemd is op elkaar. Bijvoorbeeld of
de markt klaar is voor het product.
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2. Project synergie: kan het product/dienst ontwikkeld worden met de beschikbare bronnen van het bedrijf?
a. Technische kennis
b. Financieel kapitaal
c. Beschikbaarheid van voldoende manuren voor het project
d. Binnen de huidige product/dienstaanbod van het bedrijf
3. Bekwaamheid van NSD proces: de mate van effectiviteit in de activiteiten rondom het ontwikkelen van de
dienst
a. R&D
b. Marktintroductie
c. Innovatiebevorderende bedrijfscultuur, inclusief betrokkenheid en ondersteuning van de directie

Projectonafhankelijk
Market Orientatie:
alle activiteiten m.b.t. het verzamelen
van informatie over kopers en
concurrenten in target market
Klanten
Concurrenten
Technologie

Hultink et al., (1997);
Khan (2001);
Chiu et al. (2006);
Langerak et al. (2004);
Lee and O’Conner (2003)

Uitwerking informatie (potentiële) Klanten:

De concurrenten:

Beschikbare technologieën die op huidige te vermarkten technologie lijken:
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Appendix C: drivers and barriers to innovation at Movares
Confidential
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Appendix D: Clustering of research of Hultink et al. (1997a)
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Appendix E: Checklist innovation

Netwerkanalyse
Doel: onderzoeken en rapporteren welke betrokkenen aangesproken (kunnen) worden om meer informatie te verkrijgen over de techniek en
Een manier om data te verzamelen is het interviewen van personen, zoals interne- of externe specialisten en de potentiele klant.
Vul onderstaande tabel in om een idee te krijgen van de personen die benaderd kunnen worden
om antwoord te kunnen geven op je onderzoeksvraag.
Door voornamelijk interne specialisten (binnen Movares) te interviewen, kun je de lijst aanvullen met externe personen (buiten Movares).

Instituut
Movares
Movares
Movares
Saferail

Betrokkene binnen
instituut
V&G afdeling
iemand van Beveiliging
Iemand van Baan en
Spporweg
Andre van der Grift

V&G adviseur
Senoir Adviseur

Door wie te benaderen
(binnen Movares)?
Michel Jungschläger
Robert Koster

Bouw Manager
Directeur / WB-er

Michel Jungschläger
Michel Jungschläger

Functie
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opmerkingen
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Klantadoptie
Doel: vaststellen van de perceptie van de potentiële klant omtrent deze innovatie
Let op! Het gaat hier om hoe de klant onderstaande attributen kan ervaren, niet Movares

Compatibiliteit

Score

Toelichting

4.0

De ma te wa a ri n de i nnova tie beter overeenkomt met de hui di ge wa a rden,
behoeften en erva ri ngen va n de potentiel e kl a nt

Weging

In hoeverre moet de klant aanpassingen doen aan het volgende:
Op dit moment bestaat er geen methodiek voor GW (full safe) waar
Interne processen
4 geen BD voor nodig is

Eenvoud

4

In hoeverre is de innovatie te begrijpen voor :
De klant
De eindgebruiker

Minimale Risico

Hoe zichtbaar is de innovatie voor
eindgebruikers?

1.0

4

1.0

4

1.0

4

1.0

3

1.0

1

1.0

4

1.0

4

De erva ren mogel i jkhei d va n het gebrui k en begri p va n de i nnova tie

4
4
De ma te wa a ri n economi s che, fys i eke, functionel e en s oci a a l -ps ychol ogi s che
geva ren a a n de i nnova tie verbonden zi jn

2.7

In hoeverre zijn de volgende gevaren verbonden aan de innovatie:
Economisch, bijvoorbeeld hoge
investeringen, hoge onderhoudskosten,…
3
Fysiek, zoals veiligheid
1
Sociaal-psychologisch, bijvoorbeeld hoe de
eindgebruiker staat tegenover adoptie van
innovatie
4

Obeserveerbaarheid

gewogen
score

De ma te wa a ri n res ul taten va n een i nnova tie a a n a nderen kenba a r gema a kt
kunnen worden zoda t de i nnova tie zi ch s nel l er ka n vers prei den

4.0
4

De innovatie als project

Innovator:

Doel: vaststellen van de potentie om de innovatie om te zetten in een project voor
een klant op de korte en langere termijn

Innovatie:

Vul het blad in samen met je coach/manager
1 = scoort slecht … 4 = scoort goed
Uitkomst en korte toelichting

score

Strategische interesse
Verwachte referenties voor toekomstige projecten
Marktgeorietneerd
Nieuwe markt aanboren
Verbetert imago Movares
Speerpunt Movares
Speepunt divisie

toelichting

Alleen bestemd spoormarkt
Unieke kans
Doorlooptijd verbetering
Doorlooptijd verbetering

De mate waarin dit project kan gebruikt worden om toekomstige projecten te
4 verwerven
4 Is het product ontstaan vanuit een marktvraag?
1 De mate waarin het product gebruikt kan worden om nieuwe markten aan te boren
4 De mate waarin het imago van Movares in het daglicht komt te staan
4 Past dit project bij de speerpunten van Movares, zoals duurzaamheid?
4 Past dit project bij de speerpunten van de divisie waar het onder valt?

Uitkomst en korte toelichting score

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.00

4
4
1
4
4
4
21.00

1.00

2

1.00
1.00
3.00

4
3
9.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

2
3
3
8.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

2
3
2
7.00

toelichting

3.00
De mate waarin het project op korte termijn omzet kan genereren door bijvoorbeeld
2 haalbaarheidsonderzoeken
De mate waarin het project op de lange termijn omzet kan genereren door het
4 werkelijk uitvoeren van een project en bijvoorbeeld licentieinkomsten
3 De mate waarin Movares moet investeren om te leiden tot acceptatie van de klant

Revenuen Korte termijn per jaar
Revenuen Lange termijn per jaar
Mate van investeringen
Uitkomst en korte toelichting score

Tijd

toelichting

2.67

Tijdsduur investering
Tijdsduur ontwikkeling
Tijdsduur onderhandelingen

2 De geschatte tijdsduur van de investeringen benodigd voor acceptatie van de klant
3 De geschatte tijdsduur van de technische ontwikkeling van het product
3 De geschatte tijdsduur tussen de voorstel aan de klant en acceptatie van het project
Uitkomst en korte toelichting score

Radicaal of incrementeel voor Movares
Technisch verantwoordelijke specialist in innovatie
Proven technology

gewogen
score

3.50

Winstgevendheid

Technische aspecten innovatie

Weging

toelichting

2.33
2 De mate van technische vernieuwing van het product voor Movares
3 De mate waarin de bedenker technische kennis over de innovatie heeft
2 De mate waarin de markt ervaring heeft met de techniek achter de innovatie
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Overzicht scores innovatie
Doel: Samenvatten van de scores toegekend aan de innovatiecriteria voor een globaal beeld van de potentie van de innovatie

Gemiddelde score
innovatie

onderdeel
Aantrekkingskracht klant
Kwetsbaarheid Movares
Strategische interesse voor Movares
Winstgevendheid project
Tijdsduur project
Technische aspecten innovatie
Kans op adoptie door klant

3.1

Score
2.8
3.4
3.5
3.0
2.7
2.3
3.6

Aantrekkingskracht
klant
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Kans op adoptie door
klant

Kwetsbaarheid
Movares

Technische aspecten
innovatie

Strategische interesse
voor Movares

Tijdsduur project

Winstgevendheid
project

Compatibiliteit
4.0

3.0

Klantadoptie samengevat
Compatibiliteit
Eenvoud
Minimale Risico
Obeserveerbaarheid
Testbaarheid
Relatief voordeel

score
4.0
2.7
2.7
4.0
3.0
3.5

Relatief voordeel

2.0

Eenvoud

1.0

0.0
Testbaarheid

Minimale Risico

Obeserveerbaarheid
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